Queens College Libraries, Special Collections and Archives Fellows and Interns Program

Ellis Ging, Queens College Center for Jewish Studies Archives Fellow, spring 2022
Ging processed the Vincent Giordano Collection on Romaniote Jews, and uploaded and cataloged over 800 scans from the collection on JSTOR Open Community Collections.

Brendan Enright, Freda S. and J. Chester Johnson Civil Rights & Social Justice Archives Fellow, spring 2022
Enright processed the Harvey Silver Political Ephemera Collection; digitized and catalogued 100 items from the Art Gatti Papers for upload on JSTOR Open Community Collections; and processed oral history transcripts.

Melissa Lino, Shirley Klein Rare Book and Manuscript Fellow, spring 2022
Lino housed fragile volumes in custom phase boxes and created a digital exhibit using items from the Juvenile Rare Book Collection.

Victoria Fernandez, Freda S. and J. Chester Johnson Civil Rights & Social Justice Archives Fellow, fall 2020-spring 2021
Fernandez coordinated the Student Help Lived Experience Project, a collaboration with alumni to document civil rights activities of the early to mid-1960s through oral histories, written submissions, and digital collections.

Kuba Pieczarski, Félix V. Matos Rodríguez Internship, fall 2020
Pieczarski catalogued and uploaded the Queens College COVID-19 Collection which highlights the experiences of Queens College faculty, staff, students, and alumni during the pandemic.

Tomasz Gubernat, Digital Projects Fellow, fall 2019-spring 2020
Gubernat processed collections and helped develop a new Memory Lab for campus and community engagement (funded by the Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation).

Jeanie Pai, Processing Fellow, fall 2019-spring 2020
Pai processed collections and helped develop a new Memory Lab for campus and community engagement (funded by the Gladys Krieble Delmas Foundation).

Reign McConnell, SEEK History Project Intern, fall 2019-spring 2020
McConnell processed archival records and oral history transcripts for the SEEK History Project.
Max Thorn, Instruction Fellow, spring 2019
Thorn partnered with Professor Carol Giardina of the History Department to integrate archival materials and instruction into the class History 392w: America in the 1960s.

Abby Sumner, Processing Fellow, spring 2019
Sumner processed the papers of Leo Kraft, an American composer, teacher, and writer who taught at Queens College from 1947-1989, and published a finding aid for the collection using ArchivesSpace.